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AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 

Minutes of meeting held on 7 July 2009,  

BBC Birmingham 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

Alison Hastings   Chair 

Belinda Channer   Chair, West Midlands 

Hannah Eyres   Chair, North East & Cumbria 

Christine Fanthome   Chair, London 

Clarke Willis    Chair, East 

Jill Hogan    Chair, South East 

Myles Gould    representing Yorkshire RAC 

Phillippa Denton   Chair, East Midlands 

Rob Fryatt    Chair, South 

Steve Marshall   Chair, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire 

Stuart Paterson   Chair, West 

Taryn Rock    Chair, North West 

Thelma Holland   Chair, South West 

Robin Jones    Deputy Chair, West Midlands (Observer) 

 

Sir Michael Lyons   Chairman, BBC Trust (item 1.1 only) 

Jay Hunt    Controller, BBC One  

David Holdsworth   Controller, BBC English Regions 

Carol Smith    Head of Human Resources, BBC English Regions 

Steve Pollock Head of Audiences & Marketing, BBC Trust (Item 1.1 only) 

Louise Hall    Head of Governance &and Accountability England 

John Sparrow Public Accountability Manager, East, London, South East 

Lydia Thomas   Accountability Adviser, England 

 

APOLOGIES 

Elizabeth Peacock   Chair, Yorkshire 

 

1.  Apologies and announcements 

Alison Hastings welcomed Myles Gould standing in for Elizabeth Peacock and Robin 

Jones, attending as an observer. She also welcomed Sir Michael Lyons, and Steve 

Pollock (attending by phone).  
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1.1 Digital Britain discussion 

Sir Michael Lyons shared the Trust’s current position on the evolving Digital Britain 

strategy and invited members’ views to ensure that the ‘voice’ of Audience Council 

England was heard. Members expressed views on the contestable fund and top-

slicing, high speed broadband, the projected digital switchover help scheme under 

spend and DAB. Sir Michael thanked the Council for a valuable discussion. 

 

2. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 

2.1 The minutes were approved as a true record.  

 

The ACE Appointments Panel had not received any submissions. A revision to the 

Panel minutes for 12 May was agreed, as the minutes had stated that ‘media’ 

students would be approached whereas the aim was to recruit more widely among 

students.  

 

Alison welcomed David Holdsworth and Carol Smith who had both joined the meeting.  

 

2.2 Matters arising 

All action points had been progressed. 

Item 2.2: Chairs affected by staffing changes arising from the Accountability Review 

had received written confirmation; the accountability team had transferred into the 

Trust on 1 July 2009. The Burning Issues Tracking Document was included in item 9 

on the agenda.  

Item 3.2: Louise Hall had included an explanation of DSO regions conforming to ITV 

regions in her report. The entertainment research proposal would be discussed later. 

Item 3.4: The Miner’s Strike report on multi-platform content would be a future 

agenda item. 

Item 4.2: Alison Hastings thanked participating RAC members for their contributions 

to the DCMS Review of Listed Sporting Events. Particular thanks were given to 

Phillippa Denton for leading the response.  

Item 6: The portrayal show reel compilation would be prepared for the October 

seminar by Louise Hall. 

Actions for June RACs: all completed. 

 

Items carried over: no action was required for other items.  

 

One Burning Issue had been received from North West RAC in relation to the licence 

fee and top-slicing. North West RAC requested that the question of varying sound 

levels be added to the list of burning issues and this was agreed. 

 

3. Reports 

3.1 Trust Meetings 

Alison noted that discussion of the Digital Britain report had dominated recent Trust 

meetings and that she would talk to any items or questions from members. 
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Members raised the following items relating to the meetings on 19 March and 23 April 

2009: 

 

19 March 2009 

Item 41.2: the BBC Worldwide joint venture with Woolworths, 2 Entertain. Alison said 

that this was work in progress and there were no concerns at this time. 

Item 42.2: partnership initiatives with the Radio industry. Alison noted strengthened 

relationships between the BBC and the Radio Centre and said that she had attended a 

productive Radio Festival the previous week. It was agreed that Louise Hall would 

summarise the partnership initiatives for members. 

Item 45.6: additional investment in BBC online. Alison agreed to forward an answer 

explaining what the expansion related to. 

 

23 April 2009 

Item 60.1: A member raised a concern about the appointment of the Head of 

Religious Broadcasting. Alison said this appointment was within the remit of the 

Executive; the BBC’s policy was to appoint the best person for the job. 

Item 61.2: While this noted ‘celebrating and supporting the devolved nations’ rich and 

diverse cultures’, a member expressed irritation that there was no mention of the 

English regions’ rich and diverse cultures. David Holdsworth reassured members that 

this was a reflection of the writing rather than the actual substance and Alison 

Hastings agreed.  

 

3.2 Head of Governance and Accountability, England 

The portrayal project was progressing to plan. The West RAC had proposed that a 

RAC Diversity Champion attend the October seminar and Louise Hall sought members’ 

approval for this request. It was explained that the Diversity Champion would act as 

the focus for any broad diversity concerns from the RACs and that the messageboard 

might be used to channel these. Members approved the proposal. 

 

An annex to the Performance Report for Audience Councils 2008/09 with data on BBC 

English Regions’ opts was tabled for consideration by members. Questions for 

members to consider were listed in Louise Hall’s report. 

 

Members asked about the figures for Northern Ireland, which David Holdsworth 

explained were always low historically.  

 

The Burning Issues Tracking document would be discussed in item 9. 

 

A revised proposal on the ACE commissioned research on entertainment was tabled 

and was given full approval by the Council. The project was now on a smaller scale 

with the purpose of assisting the RACs to seek new and valuable audience insights on 

aspects of broadcast entertainment. 
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Louise Hall expressed thanks to Christine Fanthome for her advice on the project. 

Christine was stepping down due to increased work commitments and Louise 

welcomed Taryn Rock who had agreed to be the lead ACE member for this project. 

 

Members agreed that the entertainment research project was valuable in relation to 

current debate about the role of the BBC and upholding the rich universality of the 

BBC public service funding model.   

 

3.3 Controller English Regions’ Report 

David Holdsworth explained that English Regions had recently reviewed its coverage 

of the recession, taking the view that it was important to find different ways to tell 

the story. The revised approach would include real life stories and an extra analysis 

of content and trends. 

 

The BBC Local  websites were being relaunched with a new look and David would 

value members’ views on the changes. Alison asked if members might have a 

timetable and David agreed to circulate this.  

 

David noted that the BBC Local Radio network had won more Sony Awards than 

many of the national stations and congratulated staff on this achievement.  

 

David thanked members for considering the email he had circulated during 

Wimbledon explaining the scheduling balancing act for national and regional 

coverage, and welcomed feedback from members. Alison Hastings said that there 

had been robust discussion with Barbara Slater, BBC Director of Sport, who had 

joined members for dinner the night before. Barbara had defended the principle of 

bringing the nation together on BBC One. 

 

The consensus from the West RAC was that regional news should have been 

sacrosanct and Wimbledon coverage should have remained on BBC Two. This was 

echoed by the South RAC. London RAC reported acceptance from younger viewers 

while Yorkshire RAC said the response was fifty/fifty but that most people did not 

understand the logic of not having Wimbledon on BBC Two. The North East & 

Cumbria RAC considered that the perception that BBC One brings the nation together 

is a BBC perception, whereas the audience thinks it is the BBC bringing the nation 

together irrespective of the channel. One member suggested that the BBC should 

have a dedicated sports channel. Members also agreed that some older and harder 

to reach people focused on BBC One for regional news and would get confused both 

by the absence and the confusing message about ‘analogue’ at the bottom of 

screens.  There was criticism by members of the use of terminology that was not 

user-friendly to wider audiences.  
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David Holdsworth explained that in the North East & Cumbria and the South West 

there was a belief that viewers had been let down as they no longer had analogue 

reception; with digital reception alone, it had meant that on this occasion they were 

denied access to regional news.  

 

In planning for 2010 when many more viewers will have digital reception only and 

cannot switch to BBC Two, the potential options were: 

 have a different schedule for Wimbledon fortnight, knowing that it will  be 

subject to change 

 appeal to schedulers to be more flexible about a shorter regional news 

following the tennis, at whatever time the game ends. 

 

Members agreed it was important to raise this issue with Jay Hunt, bearing in mind 

that from 2010 onwards, regional news would not be able to transfer to BBC Two. 

 

The issue of senior executive salaries and expenses was discussed. Members asked 

about staff morale and David said that news staff out in the community were bearing 

the brunt of public criticism even though their salaries did not reflect the level of 

senior executive remuneration.  

 

3.4 English Regions Diversity Report 

Carol Smith explained that BBC English Regions held quarterly diversity meetings, 

chaired by David Holdsworth. Each region had a Diversity Champion and diversity 

was very important to English Regions on two counts; to reflect audiences and to 

serve the workforce.  

 

Members asked if the figures provided covered the whole of the BBC. It was agreed 

that more detailed statistics of diversity by staff grade would be provided, along with 

comparative figures for English Regions and the Nations.  

 

Noting that the North East had the lowest BME figure (black and minority ethnic), a 

member asked if there was more that could be done to improve matters. Carol 

explained that there was a lower staff turnover and that recruitment was being 

encouraged from within so improving the figures was a challenge. 

 

Louise Hall noted that across the whole RAC membership there was wide 

representation of diversity. Alison Hastings encouraged members to share any 

proactive suggestions for improving representation and diversity.  

 

Alison thanked David and Carol, noting that they would stay for the next two items.  

 

4. England Matters 

4.1 ACE Strategy Meetings 

Lydia Thomas explained the thinking behind the draft ACE strategy meeting agenda.   
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Members agreed that David Holdsworth should also attend strategy meetings, and 

that his report from BBC English Regions should reflect strategic issues. Members 

welcomed the idea of non-BBC external guests to help inform wider understanding of 

broadcasting and communications issues. This was felt to have particular resonance 

for future partnership proposals. Members felt that the descriptor ‘Briefing Sessions’ 

was too passive and opted for Strategic Overview and Tactical/Operational Overview. 

Alison Hastings was keen to share best practice across the four national audience 

councils. It was agreed that ACE strategy meetings would also reflect the strategic 

function of RAC meetings and Alison Hastings agreed to raise this at the Audience 

Council committee. Sessions with guests may also involve breakout sessions with 

smaller groups to discuss ideas.  

 

Members agreed that the initial strategy meetings would be seen as work in progress 

while ideas bedded in.  One member said that the outcome should be a business plan 

and annual strategy, supporting the lead from the Trust, with the benefit being a 

similar structure across the four nations. 

 

4.2 Local Radio Travel News 

The role of the Local Radio link members was discussed and Louise Hall explained 

that a full and transparent induction to the role was essential.  Alison supported this, 

noting that Radio Link Members needed to understand the remit and recognise that 

their role was to bring the audience view to the BBC. Members were encouraged to 

ensure that they communicated the aims and purpose of the role to their link 

member. A member asked if a written brief existed and it was agreed that the brief 

would be recirculated. Another member said that it had been helpful to appoint for 

one year only to ensure objectivity. 

 

Thelma Holland summarised the tabled paper from RACs on Local Radio Travel 

News. There was praise for Radio Two travel news but it was acknowledged that this 

had less relevance to local travel incidents. With the exception of the East and West 

Midlands, most RACs had similar points relating to Local Radio Travel News: 

 irritating chatter between presenters and travel reporters 

 lack of specific terminology eg ‘usual hotspots’, ‘the corner of Charles Street’ 

 where possible, name the town or village – important for non local people 

travelling through 

 weekend coverage was deemed to be weaker 

 Local Radio travel news came into its own in severe weather conditions. 

  

Another member raised the issue of poor pronunciation of local place names. 

 

In summary members agreed that while coverage was good, it could do better and 

required a tightening up.  
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David agreed to address the chatter through local managers. He would also raise the 

issues with the company which provided the travel service. He said that while 

eyewitness accounts might occasionally lack full detail they had real value as part of 

the Local Radio offering to communities.  

 

Members agreed that they would continue to keep across this issue and that 

monitoring was part of the link members’ role.  

 

4.3 Portrayal 

The RACs had discussed the subject of portrayal at the June meetings. Alison 

Hastings had visited the West and East RACs and invited members to highlight 

comments from their RAC discussions of the topic.  

 

Members agreed that it had been a challenging area of discussion and Alison 

acknowledged that it was a difficult topic, hence the forthcoming October seminar. 

Members hoped that the discussion would explore and convey the genuine 

experiences of people’s real lives and the commonalities rather than reverting to 

issues of national identity. Was portrayal about seeing one’s own life portrayed on 

television, for example?  Members also wanted to ensure that discussion focused 

across all genres including news.  One RAC member had not understood the term 

‘portrayal’ and Alison asked if there were any substitute suggestions from members. 

Members said that a descriptor would be helpful and it was agreed that this would 

be in place for October, with input from all the national Audience Councils.  

  

Members asked about attendance at the October seminar. Louise Hall explained that 

this was not an ACE Seminar, with RAC delegates, but was for national council 

members only plus the RAC Diversity Champion; eight ACE members had said they 

would attend. 

 

Alison thanked members for leading the discussions at the RAC meetings on such a 

challenging subject.  

 

4.4 Digital  Switchover 

Alison Hastings asked if there was any feedback from the South West, North West 

and North East & Cumbria RACs concerning recent switchover in their areas. 

 

Members reported that there were no specific issues.  
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5. BBC One Controller, Jay Hunt 

Alison Hastings welcomed Jay Hunt to the meeting and invited her to talk about her 

vision for BBC One and take questions from members afterwards.  

 

Jay thanked Alison for her introduction and welcomed the opportunity to attend 

Audience Council England. Jay said there were a series of conundrums to solve about 

how to continue to ensure that BBC One was the premier TV channel in Britain. Part 

of that mission was to make BBC One feel contemporary and connected to the widest 

audience, and given that the average age of the BBC One viewer was 52, this needed 

to be addressed for the longer term.  

 

The first of four DVDs was shown, showcasing the range of BBC One.  Jay Hunt said 

that only the BBC would have a channel with a range that included Wallander, 

Outnumbered and the drama Criminal Justice, stripped across successive days. Her 

challenge was to maintain that distinct journey, with the added dilemma of 

maintaining reach and share while also tackling the issue of building younger 

audiences. On her arrival she had confronted the issue of delivery of audience volume 

without alienating younger audiences, particularly through entertainment shows such 

as Total Wipeout.  Jay also cited the new Michael McIntyre Show  which has been 

filmed in the nations and regions, reflecting wider perspectives and humour and 

forming part of a bigger strategy to engage younger people through entertainment. It 

felt authentic as a result, delivering huge AIs (audience appreciation figures).  

 

The Northern Ireland show with Patrick Kielty was a breakthrough moment. This was 

not a case of BBC One dumbing down, but rather communicating to younger viewers 

that there was content there for them also.  Jay considered this to be incredibly 

important and a critical aspect of her strategy to reach younger audiences without 

returning to a default setting of the bigger, safer entertainment programmes that 

alienated younger audiences.   

 

Alison Hastings agreed that entertainment could be seen as a less prestigious genre 

within the BBC but for audiences it was really important.  

 

Jay said that BBC One had a role to speak to younger audiences via drama such as 

EastEnders and Waterloo Road which tackled social issues and informed younger 

audiences who would not watch a Panorama documentary on a similar issue, for 

example paedophilia and grooming.  

 

Another challenging area for BBC One was popular factual, which had included the 

long tradition of Changing Rooms for example and which the Channel had retreated 

from. Channel 4 had taken on this mantle with programmes including Grand Designs 

and Embarrassing Illnesses. The recent Famous, Rich and Homeless had worked well 

with younger audiences who had found the style and subject compelling – so her aim 
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was to find ways of engaging younger audiences with gritty issues and making 

different subjects accessible. 

 

Another problem for BBC One had been the retreat from science content. Jay showed 

a DVD profiling a new science magazine series which was about to launch, with a 

diverse production and presentation team. In her view if BBC One could not find a 

way of getting this type of content on to the channel, it was abrogating its 

responsibilities.   

 

Another issue was the challenge of communicating with audiences across the entire 

country. The habit was to have three or four men of a certain age who were authority 

figures, so there was a need to look at presenters as with Watchdog, and to bring 

back older women as with Ann Robinson. 

 

Countryfile  now had more diverse reporters with a genuine understanding of 

countryside issues; it was imperative that the channel connected with all of the 

audience and reflected who people were.  Otherwise it was in danger of not looking 

like the country we live in. In the next few months there might be some 

announcements which appeared mean-spirited but which were part of an active 

‘social engineering’ to re-gear the channel. 

 

An extract from Small Island was shown to members. This was part of Jay’s ambition 

to take territory in which BBC One had a good reputation such as period drama, and 

use that strength to deliver more contemporary period drama. Jay welcomed 

members’ views to inform how BBC One might better reflect the portrayal of people 

and communities in the English regions.  

 

It was important to broaden the range while also bringing people with the channel. 

She cited a need to deliver quality and distinctiveness in ways that would surprise and 

change the way that people think about issues, as with  Famous, Rich and Homeless 

and Casualty 1909  which had both scored high.  

 

Jay showed a final DVD extract from Wounded ,a forthcoming documentary series for 

the autumn following the recovery of two young soldiers seriously injured in 

Afghanistan.  

 

In conclusion Jay’s vision for BBC One was to always find a home for programmes 

such as Wounded which tell us about the world we live in while also raising bigger 

questions.  In her view BBC One was in good shape but the modernising agenda to 

ensure broad relevance was critical to future success. She valued any insight from 

members to help improve the channel. 

 

Alison thanked Jay and invited questions from members. Issues raised included the 

recent Wimbledon rescheduling, getting regional programming to a wider audience, 
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portrayal and authenticity, taste and standards, budgets, trails and background 

music.  

 

Members also asked about the changes in the judging panel for Strictly Come 

Dancing. Jay replied that she had to act in the best interests of the show to ensure 

that the brand was rejuvenated to stay fresh. 

 

Members welcomed the schedule change to Sunday evening for Countryfile  

as superb and asked if this principle could apply to other programmes. Jay replied 

that having looked at the high AIs, originality and distinctiveness, it was a good risk 

and other programmes would need to meet similar criteria. 

 

In response to regional commissions reaching the network Jay was in discussion with 

David Holdsworth to explore how the system might be improved.  

 

Jay also acknowledged the huge challenge of getting the call right for rescheduling 

Wimbledon coverage. A decision to move any news bulletin was never taken lightly 

but if part of the BBC remit was to bring the nation together at major moments, the 

cost would always be the risk of alienating part of the English regional audience. 

However keeping a major sport on BBC One was part of the channel remit; Jay was in 

discussion with David Holdsworth to think about options for next year, taking into 

account the digital problems. There was a need to find a way to mitigate the distress 

while recognising that this was inherently a problematic decision. 

 

A member raised the point that it did not matter to viewers whether Wimbledon was 

on BBC One or BBC Two as long as it was on the BBC. Jay explained that there was 

evidence that people regarded major events as part of the BBC One offering and did 

not regard it as a function of BBC Two.  

 

Members reiterated that the RACs were saying that the BBC was the BBC and that as 

viewers they did not see it as divided by channels in the way the BBC did. 

 

Jay appreciated that viewpoint but based on audience feedback and research, there 

was evidence to suggest otherwise and when signalling a moment for the nation to 

come together, it was BBC One that viewers turned to.  She did want to get to a 

better place for next year and wanted to understand more about audience needs to 

ensure that she was making the right call.  

 

Alison Hastings emphasised that those who enjoyed regional news felt that they were 

treated as second class and that it was this perception which was a problem.  

 

A member raised the issue of keeping the heartland audience of older viewers, 

reflecting that we were an ageing society and particularly an ageing female society. 

Jay was mindful of the heartland audience and proud to have content such as 
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Antiques Roadshow on the channel but there was a danger of over-catering to that 

audience; she was taking gentle steps to bring in younger audiences as well. 

 

Members asked for her opinion on the watershed and its relevance to BBC One. Jay 

replied that the watershed was sacrosanct. The 7pm to 9pm slot was more 

demanding in terms of guidance for parents. Members agreed that parents needed 

accurate signposting and information rather than censorship which was not wanted.  

 

Jay welcomed members’ views on what was working well and what required 

attention, particularly in addressing inter-generational issues.  

 

Alison thanked Jay and said that if there were specific areas of BBC One which 

members could address, then ACE would be happy to do so.  

 

6. Programme and Service Review 

Alison Hastings thanked members and the RACs for their contributions to the review 

of Radio 2 and 6Music.  Similar views had been noted from across the RACs, but 

Yorkshire & Lincolnshire expressed the different opinion that Radio 2 was at times 

dull, predictable and slow paced with a perceived lack of female presenters.  

 

Members felt that 6Music had core problems with identity. BBC marketing needed to 

be more focused and defined.  

 

A member said that a number of RACs had asked whether so many services were 

needed, wondering whether the BBC needed to be all things to everyone, including 

the question of whether 6Music was a channel too far. Another member took a 

different view, saying that younger audiences were positive about 6Music but had not 

realised that DAB radio was relatively cheap.  

 

There was a view that those who listened to 6Music were loyal, noting that it had cult 

appeal and while it had no target age group, those who enjoyed it were protective of 

the service. One member found the content chaotic while another said that it felt 

urban in appeal. There was a general sense of the unique and eclectic appeal of 

6Music and recognition that as there was a smaller audience, it could take risks and 

be less mainstream. In short members were glad that it existed, but in a niche market 

in the context of potential top-slicing and the need to make savings, was the niche 

market worth £6m? It came back to value for money – those who enjoyed 6Music 

paid their licence fee too but of all the things commercial radio might do, 6Music was 

one.  

 

Members commented that the Radio 2 website was superfluous and there was no 

requirement for a strong online presence, particularly as Radio 2 did not trail and 

interact in the same way as Radio 4.  
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Overall most RAC members loved Radio 2 although there was a view that some of the 

presenters were jaded but Chris Evans was a bright light.  

 

Louise Hall would draft a summary of the discussions and ensure that the response 

was submitted to the Trust by the deadline.  

 

7. Outreach activity 

The draft outreach report on pre-watershed content in News and Entertainment was 
discussed. Louise Hall said that the outreach had identified new insights and flagged 
up some surprising comments from participants.  
 
Members agreed that further work was needed to show common trends across the 
twelve RACs, to reflect the breadth and depth of the discussions, the range of content 
viewed and the generational differences and sensitivities. Louise explained that the 
Trust would value the qualitative content and said that three annexes had been 
drafted which covered qualitative and quantitative results.  
  
Alison Hastings asked for the June 2009 BBC report ‘Taste, Standards and the BBC’ to 
be sent to all RAC members. 
  
Members agreed that the report would be further developed and redrafted.  

  
8. Trust Business 
 

Digital Britain 
Lydia Thomas summarised the Digital Britain update from the Trust, noting the 
headlines from the Digital Britain report, the Trust position, the involvement of the 
Audience Councils and the timeline.  
  
Alison Hastings invited members to consider the questions raised in the briefing pack, 
which covered options for the digital surplus up to 2013 and options for the 
contestable fund after 2013.  
  
On the current digital surplus up to 2013, the majority of members did not support a 
diversion of the ‘under spend’ to help fund the roll-out of broadband for all, nor did 
the  majority of members agree with the government’s proposals to use some of the 
public money to fund a pilot for independent local news services led by commercial 
organisations. 
  
Members defended the principle of licence fee payers paying an annual licence fee to 
receive BBC services. There was some support for the proposition to reduce the 
licence fee by £6 per year up to 2013. Some members supported the clear principle 
that the under spend belonged to licence fee payers and should be returned to them. 
Members also felt that while it was a credible proposal, it was not in the BBC’s gift to 
return licence fee money; there were concerns about communicating the refund to 
the public and the onus was on the government to explain such an approach to 
licence fee payers.  
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Alison Hastings asked members for their views on other commercial partnerships or 
funding post 2012 that would support a regional ITV news service, with an assumption 
that pilots had been conducted.   
 
Members expressed concern about using public money to support a commercial 
enterprise and noted that an accountability structure would be required to monitor any 
such use of public money. It was not considered appropriate for the Trust to take on 
this role. Members agreed that the principle at stake was that licence fee money should 
not be used to fund commercial entities and that both accountability and governance 
structures needed to be explored in this context. It was noted that a significant part of 
the licence fee currently goes to the independent production sector but such 
commercial companies only received commissions if these helped to meet the six BBC 
public purposes.  
  
Members were supportive of the need for plurality of news and wanted to encourage 
more imaginative ways of delivering plurality that did not take money from the licence 
fee. 
  
The issue of DAB switchover in 2015 was considered. Alison reminded members of the 
Trust’s position and members agreed that there were distinctive differences between 
TV and radio digital switchover, not least the massive technological investment 
required to ensure full DAB reception across the UK.  
  
It was agreed that Louise Hall would circulate draft notes for further review and 
discussion.   
 

9. Burning Issues 

Members approved the draft Burning Issues Tracking document. The South West RAC 

burning issue on the licence fee had been considered within the Digital Britain 

discussion.  

 

10.  Any other business 

Members agreed that it would be helpful to receive the weekly audience contact  

summary in the Friday email in addition to the cumulative information provided in the 

ACE Information Reports.  

 

Members also welcomed the redesign and layout of the ACE packs. 

 

Details of next meeting: 

Tuesday 15 September, London (Venue: to be confirmed) 

 

 

 


